Call for Volunteers!

Communication Committee
Social Media Committee

If interested email: SACNAS@dartmouth.edu

Join SACNAS in our workshop on mentoring and teaching skills, with an emphasis on mentoring underrepresented minority students in collaboration with Dartmouth Center of Academic Learning (DCAL).
SACNAS: Mapping Our Roots
We want to create a map for our SACNAS website in which we pin the hometown and/or country from which our members are from. This is a great way to learn about everyone's origins and possibly help create connections to people from your same state, city or even country.

Invited Speaker: Dr. Chantell Evans from Duke University
Chantell is a new PI at Duke, that was recently awarded the Science Diversity Leadership Award from the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative. Chantell’s lab focuses extensively on mitochondrial quality control mechanisms in the context of neuronal homeostasis and neurodegenerative diseases.

Do you have an idea of someone you would like to see at our next "Proof is in the Pudding" Seminar? submit your ideas here!!

Thank you to everyone who came out to our first seminar series "The Proof is In the Pudding" We hope to see you at our next event!
LAST MONTH'S HAPPENINGS

GWISE & SACNAS & Afro-Heritage Network
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

Loteria (Bingo) Night

Proof is in the Pudding
“Congratulations to SACNAS president Beatriz Mercado for being awarded the NSF GRFP and SACNAS member Samantha Liu for an honorable mention!”

“Congrats to SACNAS VP Jose Delgado on his most recent paper. Click here to read all about it!

Read here for an article featuring our very own SACNAS members! Sam Liu and Sarah Vandal.”
Mark Your Calendars!!

April 26
Diverse Mentoring Workshop @ noon

May
General Body Meeting
1st Wednesday of the Month @ 12pm
Volunteer Opportunities

• SACNAS X NERDSQUAD
  - STEM Outreach opportunities in local elementary school
  - Biweekly Community Science Nights
    For Info email: nerd.squaduppervalley@gmail.com

• New Hampshire Academy of Science --
  - Community outreach within New Hampshire
    Email: nhacadsci@gmail.com for more information

Meet Your Librarians

Mark Mounts - Mathematics
Lilly Linden - Biology, Chemistry
Lucinda Hall - Geography, the Evans Map Room
Jentry Campbell - Engineering
Matt Benzing - Engineering, Computer Science
Tricia Martone - Earth Sciences, Environmental Studies, Physics & Astronomy

Ask us how to find scholarly articles, use databases, manage citations, etc.